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Abstract
Choosing the right IT project for supporting the company business development is nowadays one of the most critical tasks in
information technology management. No one has yet managed to create one optimal solution, equally suitable for different types of
stakeholders (business owners, managers, investors). This article, based on the ideas of Value Based Management and
business/value-driver trees, concentrates on an original approach to managing investments in enterprise architecture IT component.
The method suggested has been successfully applied to evaluate the IT project portfolio within a large metals company in Russia.
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doubt, IT investment planning should be systematical and
based on the contribution to the business-oriented
information services provided to the company. Let us
define the “information service” here as “a way of
presenting the IT value to the users by helping them in
achieving the desired results”.
This term appeared back in 2007 in ITIL 3rd edition
and only now it is gaining its well-deserved popularity
among Russian CIOs, while it is one of the most direct
ways to link together the company value growth factors
(business-drivers), IT services offered to the business and
IT systems/infrastructure costs. For instance, the project
of creating a corporate web site can (and should!) be
regarded NOT as a simple web-site creation (which is a
method),
but
as
creating
“a
company
office/representation” online (which is the primary
objective). Thus, the business service provided can be
seen from the point of view of improving the company
image and brand recognition (they could already be
examples of business-drivers).
According to the researches of the practices of
evaluation and IT benefits management for SMEs,
provided by Edith Cowan University and Brunel
University professors [2], the lack of a holistic model for
IT investment management is likely to result in several
consequences:

1 Introduction
In 2012 Harvard Business Review published the results
of a survey [5] conducted among the top-managers of the
world leading companies. According to HBR, 72% of
respondents stated that “the use of technology has helped
to create new value in business areas“– and also noted
that IT departments have become full-scale players able
to influence company’s competitive advantages and
profits. IT projects go after investments playing on the
same field not only with other IT projects, but also with
the core operations projects. Due to this fact, the
objective of justifying the planned IT project outcome
(and, needless to say, choosing it) has becoming more
and more relevant, especially in connection with the
business outcomes and business goals.
According to Gartner Group [3], 35% of all IT
expenditures would be managed outside of IT
departments. Independent IT projects would be budgeted
by business specialists – which It means their strategic
importance would be the key focus. However,
economical methods of IT investments justification, used
by the majority of enterprises, are mostly based on the
forecasts and are not able to preview all the possible risks
and take into account company strategy and tactics.
One of the latest researches conducted by the Russian
ITSMF-forum [6] note that entrepreneurs tend to invest
“spontaneously” and 3 out of 4 CIOs report on the noncomprehensive current justification methods that will
have its negative impact in a long-term period. “Businessoriented IT assets” is a goal stated by many companies
but, unfortunately, in most cases this will not come true.
Multinational experience and best practices can help
in such a situation to define and consider companies’
business priorities in terms of “business drivers”. Without
*

 Refusing the IT infrastructure investments (with
negative outcomes in the long-term period);
 “Intuitive” and “spontaneous” investments;
 Not taking into account the business and industry
specifics – and thus, losing potential competitive
advantage.
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Many monographs published at some point highlight
these questions. From the scientific point of view really
important is the research done by Love Peter E.D. and
Irani Zahir [7]. They take a close look at the key
difficulties that companies have while justifying the
projects, the practices they use to define the
strategic/tactical/operational IT outcomes as well as the
most popular reasons for positive decisions on IT system
implementation.
The problems formulated above demand the creation
of IT investment justification method that would rely on
both the strategy and business-drivers for defining the IT
projects business value. It is the basis for the current
research relevance. Important to mention, this article does
not pose the aim of describing the existing or creating
new and universal ways of defining the strategic goals
and IT assets necessary. The article concentrates on the
common both for business and IT area of business
drivers, proposing a mechanism for their implementation
to IT investment justification process.
The key objective of the current research is ensuring
the business priorities consideration for the IT projects
portfolio creation process through the development of a
complex IT investments justification method for the large
Russian metals company, whose headquarters is based in
Russia with several foreign branches.

1) Relying on the best practices that take into
account company strategy;
2) Having the opportunities to define the potential
benefits from IT projects in business terms;
3) Assembling the IT projects portfolio based on
the strategic priorities.
2.1 RELIANCE ON THE BEST PRACTICES THAT
TAKE INTO ACCOUNT COMPANY STRATEGY
In the VBM concept, graphical model of which is
presented at Figure 1, the drivers are considered to be ‘the
performance
variables’,
influencing
‘customer
satisfaction, cost, capital expenditures, etc.
However, as suggests the manual published by
McKinsey, who originally introduced the method in their
quarterly review, generic value drivers might apply to
most business units. But the lack of specificity forced us
to make adjustments to the model by adding the nonfinancial factors as well.
Due to the results of the annual report analysis
(especially the part concerning company’s strategic
objectives), six interviews, conducted with business and
IT managers, and the consideration of the IT annual
budget (based on the project portfolio) the information
gathered was sufficient to build a business-driver tree.
To begin with, it is important to highlight ABC’s
strategic priorities. Company’s branches are located in
different countries and continents with the focus on the
USA’s market while during this project realization the
enterprise was preparing to conduct the IPO. Top
managers named several critical tasks, such as:

2 IT project justification method components
As already mentioned above, Gartner Group research
shows that to the year of 2015 corporate IT expenditures
would continue to become the area of expertise and
decision-making for business specialists. To define the
criteria for the suggested approach adequacy we shall
turn to the results obtained by a group of Russian
researchers and practitioners, united in the “IT value”
project aiming at developing the topic of information
systems economic efficiency. Their findings define the
key problems mentioned by managers on the topic of IT
[1] (Table 1).
TABLE 1
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 Standardization of the key business processes at
the level of business divisions;
 Establishing effective cooperation between
production and management units as well as
between geographically distant branches;

Key problems in evaluating IT investments

 High business flexibility to quickly adapt to the
changing market conditions.

Business
stakeholders

Highlighted problems

Entrepreneurs

Low comprehension and consideration level of
business and industrial specifics

Investors

High rate of errors for cash flow forecasts for IT.

Top managers

Lack of IT evaluation possibilities without the
deep understanding of business strategy

 Costs: Production and SG&A costs;

Line managers

Lack of investment business effect possibilities
and inability to formulate the requirements for
the investment projects

 Working capital: Operational investments and
Macroeconomic factors;

Company’s economic value optimization is supported
by several drivers, providing detailed description of the
Level-1 VBM model:
 Revenue: Market coverage and Market share;

 Fixed capital: Net assets value and Assets
turnover.

Analysis of these results enabled us to define the
following criteria for the method to be developed:
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Level 2
Business-unit specific

Level 1
Generic

Revenue
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Level 3
Operational

Customer mix
Salesforce productivity
(expense against revenue)

Percent accounts
revolving
Dollard per visit
Unit revenues

Fixed cost/allocations
Capacity management
Operational yield

Billable hours to total
payroll hours
Percent capacity
Cost per delivery

Margin

ROIC

Costs

Working
capital

Accounts receivable
terms and timing
Accounts payable terms
and timing

Invested
capital

Fixed
capital

FIGURE 1 VBM value driver tree model

Company’s strategic value optimization is supported
by several drivers, extending the original VBM model:

between the actual and target values can be remitted. For
instance, if the costs for the urgent organization of
telepresence facilities for some important events have not
been planned and justified, the project would be rejected
without perhaps even being considered. At the same time,
with the business-drivers tree expansion proposed the
managers just need to justify that the non-financial
benefits provided by telepresence outweigh the need for
reaching the critical financial values. In the case above,
business driver “internal optimization” that could present
the objective of improving corporate communications,
was considered critical according to the short-term (2-3
years) company goals.

 Proactivity;
 External optimization;
 Focus on perspectives;
 Analytics efficiency.
Based on whole business modelling and analysis
activities conducted the driver generic extended tree was
built (Figure 2), so let us now turn to its potential
application in the IT justification process.

2.3 CREATION OF IT PROJECT PORTFOLIO BASED
ON THE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

2.2 FORMULATION OF THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS
FROM IT PROJECTS IN BUSINESS TERMS

IT project portfolio could be formed being based on one
more method: ValIT, introducing the whole concept of
consideration financial and non-financial benefits as well
as risk awareness [4].
Expanding it with the forth factor (outweighing of the
financial indicators critical values by non-financial
benefits), that replaces the original ‘Strategic alignment’
factor in Val IT case proposed, let us turn to the matrix

Another problem, associated with evaluation of program
realization gross profit, is refusing the projects that do not
reach the critical values in terms of NPV and ROI.
However, if the company management estimates the
highlighted business services as critical, this difference
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formed and applied to practice in the company described
above (see Table 2).

VBM HIGH-LEVEL
DRIVERS

Margin
Revenue
-Market coverage
-Number of players
-Industry growth
-Market share
-Marketing costs
-Number of competitors
-Company turnover

ROIC

Invested capital
Working capital
-Operational investments
-New production facilities
-Other assets and liabilities
-Macroecononmic factors
-GDP growth
-Product price growth

STRATEGY-EXTENDED
BUSINESS-DRIVER TREE

Business strategy
optimization
Proactivity
External optimization
Focus on perspectives

Analytics efficiency

Costs
-Production costs
-Equipment costs
-Service costs
-Operations costs
-Technology costs
-SG&A costs

WACC
-Net assets value
-Assets turnover

Business modeling and analysis

FIGURE 2 Extended driver tree
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TABLE 2 IT project consideration matrix
IT project consideration results
Project

Calculated risk
acceptable?

Financial
targets met?

Do non-financial benefits outweigh the need
for financial indicators critical values?

Non-financial
benefits explicit

Shared service centre

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

RFID implementation to increase
the accuracy of data processing and
production control

Yes

No

Yes

No

Telepresence facilities to conduct
negotiations and meetings with
company branches and foreign
offices

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

been taken and the full-scale cooperation between
business and IT would not be long in coming.

3 Conclusions
The practical results for the work conducted due to the
specifics of the project and the topic itself could be
evaluated for now only at the qualitative (not
quantitative) level and be presented by the customer’s
reviews. According to the COO of the company where
the pilot project implementation took place, ‘…earlier the
key technological reason for IT projects was the necessity
to change the outdated legacy systems and make an
upgrade, while now the primary goal is maintaining the
alignment with current business priorities preserving
flexibility of a system landscape transformation for the
business requirements.’
As the method proposed has been already adopted by
several other enterprises, the first steps towards the
professional business-oriented view on IT have definitely
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